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edilon)(sedra CRS
The Crane Rail System for heavy weights
The edilon)(sedra Corkelast® Embedded Rail System for crane tracks - CRS - is the optimum
rail fastening system for any type of crane track; in seaports, inland harbours, trans-shipment
terminals or industrial areas. edilon)(sedra CRS provides the economical, flexible, long-lasting
and low-maintenance rail fastening system you’ve been looking for.

GENERAL ADVANTAGES:
Continuous rail support ensures optimum load distribution, giving you:
- increased rail life
- even running surface wear
- better wheel-rail interaction
- noticeably reduced rolling noise
The rail is secured to the channel by a bond:
- no screws, bolts, clips or springs
- no risk of corrosion
- easy rail groove drainage
- rail replacement without the need to replace the channel
- stable rail, with high resistance to sliding
Other major advantages:
- can be driven over on a long-term basis, without difficulty, by forklift trucks, container lifters and reach stackers,
straddle carriers, and feeder servers
- simple connection of the rail channel structure to all types of surface fastenings
- sealing of joints without difficulty, with the edilon)(sedra Corkelast® compound
- easy to lay in curves
- minimal joint width and channel depth
- easily connected to other rail fastening systems

COST-EFFECTIVENESS:
• Low structural height
• Simple installation
• Minimum maintenance
• Service life up to 30 years
• Low lifecycle costs (LCC)

rail channel constructions
The rail is laid in a channel, into which an elastic compound is then poured. The complete assembly integrates seamlessly into the
road or other surfaces. Many common types of surface material can be used, with no special restrictions. Possible choices include
in-situ concrete, concrete slab and asphalt. Metal angle profiles are often built in to the channel walls to ensure a long lasting seal
and smooth passage for road vehicles, carriers and forklifts.

edilon)(sedra Corkelast®
Crane Track Technology
(CRS)

wheel loads and rail profiles
Crane wheels can exert a load of over 70 tonnes on the rail. This is made up of the weight of the
crane itself, the payload, wind loading and forces generated during braking and acceleration. Wheel
diameter, wheel load and rail profile must be compatible if contact problems are to be avoided. DIN 15070
provides guidance for the selection of appropriate combinations, as do other standards.

system characteristics
edilon)(sedra CRS has many advantages. It has seen service in a wide
range of light rail, metro, heavy rail, high-speed line applications over
a period of many years, and this experience means that we supply
a high-quality system, with a long service life - under even the most
demanding of conditions. The system can cope with extremes of temperature, and with high compressive, tensile and shear forces. edilon)
(sedra CRS is electrically insulated, watertight and resistant to oil,
grease, acid, UV and oxidation. All crane rail profiles can be used, e.g.
A45-A120, PRI185R, etc.

Typical wheel load R0 in N
(for narrow crane wheels)

Wheel diameter d
in mm 1

for crain rail profile

Typical wheel load R0 in N
(for wide crane wheels)

for crain rail profile

A45
A55
A65
A75
A55
A65
A75
315
65000				 79000
400
83000
101000				
119000
132000
500
104000
126000				
148000
165000
630		
159000
187000				
208000
800			
237000
264000				
1000			
297000
330000				
1250								

A100

A120

282000
358000
448000
560000

448000
560000
700000
Source: DIN15070

system design
CRS

Vertical displacement of A120 crane track under set of 5 wheels (900 kN per wheel)
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stiffness
For each new design, we carry out a stiffness analysis using finite element methods (FEM) or laboratory testing. At the same time,
we assess the influence of axle configuration in terms of such criteria as resistance to compression and permissible stresses and
strains. We pay special attention to the situation at track ends and crossings.

Thermal effects at rail ending
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As the ambient temperature rises and falls, rails expand and contract, imposing stresses on the channel and the
embedding compound. Our design process includes an analysis of longitudinal stiffness, maximum difference in displacement and the stresses, strains and displacements that are to be expected in service.

maintenance and recycling
CRS

installation
The preferred installation method for edilon)(sedra CRS is the so-called ‘bottom-up’
method. Rail alignment shims are placed onto the bottom of the channel to bring
the rail to the correct level. Laterally the rail is secured by means of wedges, in
particular in curves. The installation method is described in the general installation
instruction ERS, which is issued by edilon)(sedra and provides all information for a
correct installation.

repair and rail replacement
In the edilon)(sedra CRS, rail replacement takes place by simply cutting the rails out of the
concrete or steel-channel structure, including the Corkelast® casting-compound shell.
For assembly on a road/rail excavator, edilon)(sedra provides asphalt-cutting disks for
the removal work. After cleaning of the bottom of the channel, the new rails are ready
for installation in CRS. edilon)(sedra can also provide auxiliary tools for small repair work.

recycling and environment
All components used in edilon)(sedra CRS are fully recyclable. edilon)(sedra
embedding and pouring compounds are disposed of as domestic waste, in
accordance with the European Waste Catalogue. For further information please
consult the edilon)(sedra Product information Sheets.
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